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 Solar Fire is a powerful and flexible astrological and numerological program, not to be missed. Use it for your own astrological
studies and have fun with it. * Powerful and flexible astrological and numerological program * Transpose up to 3 birth times *
Add, remove or transpose dates of birth and death (for obvious reasons this is limited to dates after 1901) * Save data for later
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use * Supports Windows OS The program comes with a lot of interesting features but most of them are hidden if you are not
aware of them. Don't be fooled by its simple interface! Solar Fire v9 can be viewed on the official website of Horoscopes-
Software.com. ====================================================== Version 1.5.0 - May 25, 2013
----------------------------------------- * Fix problems with the birthdate display * Transpose birth and death times (will not be

available with the next release) * Calendar enhancements * New property for the lunar declination * Check compatibility with
the library libGeoLite 2.6.2 Version 1.4.4 - April 21, 2013 * New button for setting the last century number of years in the

calendar * New button for changing the number of years in the calendar * Check compatibility with the library libGeoLite 2.6.1
Version 1.4.3 - January 26, 2013 * Set lunar declination (will not be available with the next release) * New button for changing
the number of years in the leap years * Check compatibility with the library libGeoLite 2.6 Version 1.4.2 - November 10, 2012

* New option for displaying the birth chart on the calendar * New option for displaying the transposed birthchart on the
calendar Version 1.4.1 - July 6, 2012 * New option for displaying the birthchart on the calendar * 82157476af
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